Hotel Information (1)

Note: We here just introduce hotel information in Changsha, Hunan, China. We can not guarantee that those website, email address, telephone number are correct. And we did not validate the reality of this information. The best way is that you book the hotel from the guaranteed or authorized representatives.

1) Crowne Plaza City Centre Changsha (a Five Star Hotel in China)
   Add: 868 Wuyi Avenue, Changsha, Hunan, P. R. China
   Tel: +86 731 8288 8888
   E-mail: reservation@crowneplaza-changsha.com

Traffic map from A: Hunan University to B: Crowne Plaza City Centre Changsha
(15-20 minutes by Taxi)

http://ditu.google.cn/maps?saddr=%E6%B9%96%E5%8D%97%E5%A4%A7%E5%AD%A6&daddr=%E6%B9%96%E5%8D%97%E7%9C%81%E9%95%BF%E6%B2%99%E5%BC%80%E7%9A%87%E5%9F%86%E6%97%A5%E9%85%92%E5%BA%97&hl=zh-CN&ie=UTF8&ll=28.184688,112.974987&spn=0.044409,0.090895&ll=28.130431,112.982368&sspn=0.177725,0.363579&geocode=Fc_6rQEdAWO7BiGq-ahwf1vMKCklZaM6GksnNDGq-ahwf1vMKA%3BF Rw7rgEdnN67BiFC_rzmkBp9IClj4naUXJoNNDFC_rzmkBp9IA&oq=%E9%95%BF%E6%B2%99%E7%9A%87%E5%86%A0%E5%81%87%E6%97%A5%E9%85%92%E5%BA%97&brcurrent=3,0x34274b774955bd69:0xdb6e7f6898cd0900,0,0x342735f39e1c64c5:0xb1e5bb9ca1f1a680%3B5,0,0&mra=ls&t=m&z=14
Hotel Information (2)

Note: We here just introduce hotel information in Changsha, Hunan, China. We can not guarantee that those website, email address, telephone number are correct. And we did not validate the reality of this information. The best way is that you book the hotel from the guaranteed or authorized representatives.

2) Sheraton Changsha Hotel (a Five Star Hotel in China)
   Add: Yunda International Plaza, 478 Furong Zhong Lu, Section 1, Changsha, Hunan, China
   Tel: +86 731 84888888
   Traffic map from A: Hunan University to B: Sheraton Changsha Hotel (25-30 minutes by Taxi)

   http://ditu.google.cn/maps?saddr=%E6%B9%96%E5%8D%97%E7%9C%81%E9%95%BF%E6%B2%99%E5%BC%80%E6%8F%E5%8C%BA%E8%8A%99%E8%93%89%E4%B8%AD%E8%B7%AF%E5%96%9C%E6%9D%A5%E7%99%BB%E8%87%AA%E5%8A%A9%E9%A4%90%E5%8E%85&hl=zh-CN&ie=UTF8&ll=28.19195,112.965117&spn=0.044406,0.090895&sll=28.184688,112.974987&sspn=0.044409,0.090895&geocode=Fb_6rQEdAWO7BiGq-ahw1vMKckIzaM6GknsNDGq-ahw1vMKA%3BFe9WrgEdggW8BiGDzGqijRqtZintcKTubknNDGDzGqijRqtZg&oq=%E5%96%9C%E6%9D%A5%E7%99%BB&brcurrent=3,0x3427b774955bd69:0xdb6e7f6898cd0900,0x342735f39e1c645:0xb1e5bb9ca1f1a680%3B5,0,0&mra=ls&t=m&z=14
Hotel Information (3)

Note: We here just introduce hotel information in Changsha, Hunan, China. We can not guarantee that those website, email address, telephone number are correct. And we did not validate the reality of this information. The best way is that you book the hotel from the guaranteed or authorized representatives.

3) Huatian-hotel Changsha (a Five Star Hotel in China)
   Add: 300, East Jiefang Road, Changsha, Hunan, P. R. China
   Tel: +86 731 8444 2888
   Traffic map from A: Hunan University to B: Huatian-hotel Changsha (25-30 minutes by Taxi)

   http://ditu.google.cn/maps?saddr=%E6%B9%96%E5%8D%97%E5%A4%A7%E5%AD%A6&daddr=%E6%B9%96%E5%8D%97%E7%9C%81%E9%95%BF%E6%B2%99%E8%8A%99%E8%93%89%E5%8C%BA%E4%BA%94%E4%B8%80%E5%A4%A7%E9%81%93%E8%8A%99%E8%93%89%E5%8D%8E%E5%A4%A9%E5%A4%A7%E9%85%92%E5%BA%97&hl=zh-CN&ie=UTF8&sll=28.18795,112.957535&sspn=0.022204,0.045447&geocode=Fb_6rQEdAWO7BiGq-ahwf1vMKcklZaM6GksnNDGq-ahwf1vMKA%3BFQs5rgEdw0m8BiExitETgiX4pSnrZlPchzUnNDExitETgiX4pQ&oq=%E8%99%E8%93%89%E5%8D%8E%E5%A4%A9&brcurrent=3,0x34274b774955bd69:0xdb6e7f6898cd0900,0,0x342735f39e1c64c5:0xb1e5bb9ca1f1a680%3B5,0,0&mra=ls&t=m&z=14
Hotel Information (4)

Note: We here just introduce hotel information in Changsha, Hunan, China. We cannot guarantee that those website, email address, telephone number are correct. And we did not validate the reality of this information. The best way is that you book the hotel from the guaranteed or authorized representatives.

4) **Jasmine International Hotel Changsha** (a Four Star Hotel in China)


Add: No.528 Mid Jinxing Road, Changsha, Hunan, P. R. China
Tel: +86- 731-8822-7600

Traffic map from A: Hunan University to B: Jasmine International Hotel Changsha (15-20 minutes by Taxi)

http://ditu.google.cn/maps?saddr=%E6%B9%96%E5%8D%97%E5%A4%A7%E5%AD%A6&daddr=%E6%B9%96%E5%8D%97%E7%9C%81%E9%95%BF%E6%B2%99%E5%B2%B3%E9%BA%93%E5%8C%BA%E9%87%91%E6%98%9F%E4%BA%AD%E8%B7%AF%E8%8C%89%E8%8E%89%E8%8A%B1%E5%9B%BD%E9%99%85%E9%85%92%E5%BA%97&hl=zh-CN&ie=UTF8&ll=28.199742,112.951984&spn=0.088805,0.181789&sl=28.187595,112.97569&ssql=0.044408,0.090895&geocode=Fb_6rQEdAWO7BiGg-ahwf1vMKCKlZaM6GksnNDGq-ahwf1vMKA%3BFVilrgEd-D-7BiExWnZQZHCzWyIbxtZHwUsnNDExWnZQZHCzWw&oq=%E8%8C%89%E8%8E%89%E8%8A%B1&brcurrent=3,0x34274b774955b669:0xdb6e7f689cd0900,0,0x342735f39e164c5:0xb1e5bb9c a1f1a680%3B5,0,0&mra=ls&t=m&z=13
Hotel Information (5)

Note: We here just introduce hotel information in Changsha, Hunan, China. We cannot guarantee that those website, email address, telephone number are correct. And we did not validate the reality of this information. The best way is that you book the hotel from the guaranteed or authorized representatives.

5) Jixian hotel Changsha (a Three Star Hotel in China)
   In the Campus of Hunan University with beautiful nature view
   We can help you to make reservations.

Traffic map from A: Hunan University to B: Jixian hotel Changsha (5minutes by walk)

http://ditu.google.cn/maps?saddr=%E6%B9%96%E5%8D%97%E5%A4%A7%E5%AD%A6%E5%9B%BE%E4%B9%A6%E9%A6%86&daddr=%E9%9B%86%E8%84%A4%E5%AE%BE%E9%A6%86&hl=zh-CN&ie=UTF8&ll=28.185218,112.968121&spn=0.088817,0.181789&sl=28.180792,112.951083&sspn=0.022205,0.045447&geocode=FYn9rQED92S7BiHkVbtWdn4WuSn_b4VLGksnNDHkVbtWdn4WuQ%3BFSH6rQEdsmW7BiEsQa-9ZpRekinPcyfNG0snNDEsQa-9ZpRekg&brcurrent=3,0x34274b774955bd69:0xdb6e7f6898cd0900,0,0x342735f39e1c64c5:0xb1e5bb9ca1f1a680%3B5,0,0&mra=ls&t=m&z=13